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The Company P. ERRE Workwear
P. ERRE Workwear stands out for the production and manufacture of Workwear for
beauticians, hairdressers and doctors. Exclusively made of paying attention to the needs
of the operator, with the best value for money, and based on trends and market
developments. P. ERRE pays the utmost attention to the use of high quality materials and
fabrics-shrunk, stain-resistant and antistiro. Professionalism, transparency and trust are
the three pillars that for more than ten years mean that p. R remains the leader in the field.

CUSTOMIZING the PRODUCTION style and elegance for everyday work
The clothing of p. ERRE are created to meet all customer requirements in all sizes, with
obsessive attention to detail, so you always get comfortable and high quality products.
Customizing with screen printing and embroidery is done by methods that aim to maintain
maximum loyalty to your brand and durability of personalization. One of our expert
consultant will advise you with reliability and professionalism in order to enhance your
image and the image of your business.
Here are some professional models:
-PONCHO TOWEL
IDA DRESS
LORY JACKET
GABRIELLA DRESS
-LAD-JACKET MAN
-WORK JACKET
-AIR JACKET
--CLASSIC KIMONO
U-TEC SHIRT
GARUBA SHIRT
All made with stain resistant fabrics, cottons shrunk; available in sizes XS, S, M, L, XL,
XXL.
-T-SHIRT
Stain-resistant fabric, mono; .75 sleeve, long sleeve, short sleeve; available in sizes XS, S,
M, L, XL, XXL;
-WORKPANT HAIR
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-SHIRT FRONT MIC
Stain-resistant fabrics, cottons shrunk;
-CUTTING CAPE
Stain-resistant fabrics, cottons shrunk; available in sizes 140 cm and 160 cm, 120 cm;
- CAPE FOLD
Stain-resistant fabrics, cottons shrunk;
- PONCHO TOWEL
Terry cloth white Terry cloth black stain, stain resistant.
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